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Educators are 
rediscovering  
the power of  
teaching outdoors
Physical activity energizes minds, 
while sunlight, fresh air and open 
spaces help keep everyone safe.
Look to LKG to create your best 
outdoor learning environment with 
an unmatched selection of durable 
and versatile furnishings along with 
play and instructional resources to 
match any budget. 
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Outlast is: warrantied for a lifetime of discovery! 

Where playground equipment is static, with Outlast children can 
create their own new adventure and discovery spaces every day.  
The different levels, slopes and volumes not only capture young 
imaginations but prompt cooperative building. 

Unlike other outdoor woods, Outlast’s acetylated wood has no toxic 
by-products. Yet it’s actually more durable: you can even use Outlast 
indoors and store outdoors.  In rain, sun or snow Outlast products 
won’t shrink, warp, twist or rot.  

1. Edges with no exposed end grain to split or splinter. 
2. UV resistant rubber corners and stainless steel hardware.
3. Weatherproof no matter what your climate, Outlast products are 

here to stay.
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Download our NEW FREE 
Outdoor Classroom 
Planning Guide Planning Guide

Search LKG website:

Join Louise Kool Rewards and 
start earning LKG POINTS
Visit: www.louisekool.com/pages/louise-kool-rewards



Water Trough - Set of 3

350-32999 $999.99

Mud Table 3 Tubs

Made of red cedar. 5 year warranty. 
50H x 33W x 127L cm (20” x 13” x 50”)

172-1009 $569.99

www.louisekool.com/collections/outdoor-learningPrices subject to change.

Sensory Mood Discovery Table

Sturdy but lightweight rechargeable light table with multi-coloured LED’s 
moves easily indoors or out. Waterproof with a lipped table, illuminate and 
explore wet or dry material with 12+ colour settings. Wooden Discovery 
Dividers sold separately.

540-75563 Table  $449.99
540-73464 Wooden Discovery Dividers  $29.99
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Seated Infant/Toddler Social Distancing Art Easel 

A defined space for 2 on virtually any surface, includes real wood stumps in 
mulch. Perspex shield is perfect for water based paints or dry erase markers.  
Made of red cedar. 5 year warranty. 76H x 61W x 122L cm (30” x 24” x 48”)

172-1039   $799.99

Outlast’s knob and hole modular 
system for countless perfect builds.

Choose from sets or Build Your 
Outlast Collection, à la carte.

Outlast Shed Big Set

Includes Shed, Wheelbarrow, 3 Crates and Classic Block Set.

077-W400  $16,519.00

Outlast Junior - Set of 54

077-W310 $3,959.00

Outlast Starter - Set of 27

077-W305 $1,979.00

Active World Adjustable Stand and Tray

A robust, steel stand for the Active World Tray adjusts to 4 heights: 
20cm, 30cm, 40cm and 50cm. Ideal for different aged students, 
indoors or out. 87L x 87W cm.

525-708 Active World Discovery Tuff Tray $39.99
525-10938 Active World Adjustable Stand $149.99

Outdoor/Indoor Toddler Scooters Light and tough, made from a 
durable easy to sanitize polyethylene plastic, with no sharp corners and 
unbreakable non-marking wheels.

Airplane Double Pushalong 

18+ mos.

286-21057 $399.99

Sit-up Push Scooter 12+ mos. 

286-5014 $229.99

Nature to Play™ outdoor classroom 
furnishings are thermally modified 
wood backed by a 5 year warranty. 

Nature to Play™ Mini Spool

A safe, durable purpose-built spool for young 
learners outdoors. Sit, roll, tumble, balance, 
open-ended the spool engages children’s 
imaginations for gross-motor activity and risky 
play. 38 x 38 x 38cm (15 x 15 x 15”).

350-32995 $379.99

Water Tower and Trough

Water Tower connects with a standard hose, the “pig 
nipple” nozzle lets kids control the flow and combines 
with the durable trough set. Add rocks, mud and loose 
parts to the troughs; use pails and buckets for children to 
experiment and discover the physics of flow and natural 
water systems. Some assembly required. Tower: 67 W X 
60 D x 74cm H (26x 24x 32”) 67 L X 60 W x 74cm H (26”x 
24”x 29”). Troughs: 67H X 92W X 46cm D (26x 36x18”); 
48Hx 92Wx41cm (19x36x16”); 30H x 92Wx36D (12x36x 14”).

Water Tower 

350-33296 $999.99

Outlast

Search LKG website:

Nature to Play

Search LKG website:

Outlast Classic - Set of 68

077-W335 $6,499.00

Outdoor Foam Bricks

Joined with wet sand, lightweight and 
realistic for indoors or outdoors. Ages 3+

525-01170 20 Breeze Blocks $229.99 
525-FPREHB 25 House Bricks $179.99
525-00926 25 White Bricks $124.99
525-01169 25 Stone Wall $209.99
525-02757 Bricks - set of 95 $749.99


